
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO LAUNCH
A SUCCESSFUL INSTAGRAM PHOTO CONTEST

The Definitive Guide To

Photo Contests



WHAT YOU’LL LEARN IN THIS GUIDE

Why Run a Contest on Instagram?
The new frontier of visual UGC promotions has arrived, and 
opportunities for marketers abound

Formula for Success
Clear objectives, strong creative, simple rules, a great landing 
page, and hashtag tracking software are essential

Designing Your Contest
Choosing the best theme, prize, contest hashtag and 
determining the winner

Promote, Promote, Promote
Leveraging Facebook, Twitter, and other social networks to 
drive awareness and create buzz

Driving Engagement
Creating a virtual home for your contest and sharing the best 
UGC from it are key to maximizing participation

Measuring Success
Success metrics and common causes of low performance for 
Instagram photo contests
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1. Instagram Photo Contests
A POWERFUL TOOL TO ENGAGE FANS WITH BRANDS

Instagram recently passed 200 million users, emerging as 
the best social platform to tell and share visual stories. It’s 
an exceptionally powerful marketing platform, and more 
than 70% of the world’s major brands are active on the 
network and rushing to grow their communities.

Photo contests are an awesome tool for building audiences and 
increasing brand visibility on Instagram, especially when paired with 
effective hashtag optimization. Instagram is teeming with original, highly 
creative user-generated content, and photo contests are also a 
phenomenal way for brands to source UGC from their fans.

While Instagram photo contests are relatively new territory (few 
marketers even attempted them prior to 2012) there have been more 
than enough success stories to prove that they can be a driving force 
behind community building. They enable consumers to express their 
individual style and passions, and the result is a rich marketing 
experience that includes powerful visual social proof of how brands are 
being incorporated into their audience’s lives.

With many brands just getting started with Instagram photo contests, 
there are huge opportunities to be had – and a lot to learn. While 
experience running contests on other social networks helps, it’s critical 
to understand the unique nature of Instagram, both in the way the 
network is designed and how consumers use it, as this fundamentally 
changes the way contests must be created in order to have the best 
chance of success.

Instagram photo contests are a rich resource of valuable UGC, such as this 
beautiful photo that won Poshmark’s #ThePoshLife contest
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Establishing which of these objectives is most important to your 
brand is critical, because results will vary widely depending on how 
you design your contest. You may be able to achieve all or most of 
the above, but you will still realize your goals to varying degrees 
depending on how your contest is set up. For example, contests 
where the winner is selected by judges rather than at random 
generally have fewer participants, but generate higher quality 
content. 

1. CLEAR GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES 

Grow your community 
Source lifestyle content and publish UGC photo streams
Identify and engage with new brand advocates
Generate brand awareness

Instagram contests are a great way to:

TOP TIPS: Choosing the Right Contest to Reach Your Goals

Sweepstakes are great for generating lots of photos, likes, and followers
Judged contests yield fewer but higher quality UGC content, which could be integrated into your social or online outlets
Judged contests can attract more brand advocates who you may want to build relationships with

2. Formula For Success
FOUR THINGS YOU NEED TO RUN A GREAT INSTAGRAM CONTEST

For their #JustaPerfectDay contest, Joe’s Jeans did a great job of
communicating clear, simple rules. 
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2. SIMPLE RULES, AND CREATIVE 
THAT CLEARLY EXPLAINS THEM

TOP TIPS: Contest Creatives and Rules

The vast majority of Instagrammers are Millennials (more than 90% of Instagram’s user base is under the age of 35), so if you are 
targeting them make sure your creative is edgy and interesting
While Instagram is mobile dominated, design your creative in such a way that it can be used on web landing pages and as a post 
on Instagram and Twitter
“Selfies” have the lowest barrier to entry as they are the easiest to take, while photos that involve other people, are time-of-day or 
location dependent (i.e. sunsets, moons, landmarks) are naturally more difficult 
Sweepstakes are best for maximum participation numbers, but if you’re after great quality UGC, judged contests are the way to go
Long-running contests should have a place in your overall contest and community strategy but should not be overdone, as they 
can lead to fatigue

Contest Creative is one of the most important elements of any Instagram 
promotion. For content to work on Instagram, it needs to be 'relatable,’ 
and should feel like a human took that photo “in the moment.” It needs to 
be visually appealing, and relevant to your audience.

Your creative should explain the rules clearly and simply; if you don’t, it could hurt your 
participation rate, as well as the number of qualified participants. Designing your creative in 
such a way that it can be used as both a web page (landing page) or as a post on 
Instagram and Twitter ensures that your followers can see it in their feeds, and quickly 
know what they have to do to participate.

Keeping the rules simple makes it easy for people to participate, and most Instagram 
contests simply require participants to upload a photo and add a branded hashtag. 
Hashtags are key for discoverability, so before you launch your contest, focus on creating a 
hashtag that’s unique and relevant to your brand and the theme of your contest. This 
ensures that fans won’t be confused by unrelated hashtags while they’re searching for your 
contest on Instagram.

How you determine your winner has a major impact on 
your brand’s contest goals.  Decide if it will be a judged 
contest or a sweepstakes where the winner is selected 
randomly, and be sure to let participants know what you 
choose. 

Generally speaking, sweepstakes attract more 
participants as everyone’s winning chances are equal. 
However, if your goal is to get very high quality UGC 
photos, judged contests are a great way to tap into the 
creative genius of your audience.



TOP TIPS: Contest Landing Pages

The background color of your landing page or other images shouldn’t interfere with the readability of the rules
Showcasing the best contest creatives demonstrates social proof and encourages participation and engagement
Entry photo examples are great to nudge your audience in the right direction. At the outset, take a few photos that reflect the 
spirit of the contest and highlight them on the contest landing page. Be sure to update your landing page as good entries come in, 
and possibly consider replacing your own photos. A contest management tool (such as Piqora) can make this easy
Since Instagram is a mobile-based network, it’s critical that your landing page be mobile friendly, including making it easy for 
participants to click through and follow your brand on Instagram
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3. A CONTEST PAGE THAT MAXIMIZES PARTICIPATION

A great landing page provides a home for your contest and allows you to 
put more marketing muscle behind it beyond promoting it on other social 
channels. With a landing page in place paid media becomes an option for 
driving traffic, and it also allows you to reach desktop users who can visit 
the contest landing page to learn about the promotion and participate 
later through their mobile devices.

Landing pages can also become a gallery for showcasing the rich 
media generated by your photo contest, and re-publishing the best 
entries is a great way to engage and encourage new participants 
and visitors. Instagram contests are creative in nature, but many 
people need a little help sparking their ideas – seeing other people’s 
entries can be an effective trigger. 

Landing pages that highlight participant entries also create strong 
social proof for potential new entrants, demonstrating the success 
of the contest. This in turn can lead to more visits, more contest 
participation, and more engagement. Finally, landing pages can also 
contain legal terms and conditions for the contest and ensure that 
your contest participants are qualified. Poshmark’s landing page for their  #ThePoshlife contest is a great 

example. The theme is creative, fun, and  on-brand, the contest is 
easy to enter, and they offer a valuable prize that will resonate 
with their target audience



TOP TIPS: Hashtag Tracking Software

Investing in a hashtag tracking tool (such as Piqora’s Instagram Analytics) is essential for effective contest management
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4. USE HASHTAG TRACKING SOFTWARE TO IDENTIFY 
YOUR PARTICIPANTS AND PICK WINNERS

In order to identify the participants for your contest hashtags and pick a winner, you’ll need a 
hashtag tracking tool. A robust hashtag tracking tool will display a list of participants and their 
photo entries, allow you to see participants on a particular day (for daily/weekly prize promotions) 
and help you easily moderate and publish participant’s photo entries to the contest landing page.

Photo contest tracking tools also provide landing page capabilities via iframes, fully hosted options, and Facebook Tabs. 
Choose a provider who offers fast loading mobile-friendly landing pages and can provide ongoing support throughout the 
contest, especially if you are new to Instagram contests.

Piqora’s hashtag tracking and contest management software captures valuable data on Unique Users, UGC, Potential Impressions, Photos, Likes, 
and Comments



3. Designing Your Contest
HOW TO CHOOSE A THEME, PRIZE, HASHTAG, AND WINNER
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CHOOSE AN
APPROPRIATE
THEME/CHALLENGE

A good rule of thumb is that the more 
challenging your photo requirements are, the 
less participation you are going to get. Some 
photo challenges can be logistically difficult, 
such as snapping pictures of the moon at 
midnight. However if the submission criteria 
are too broad, you may end up with photo 
entries that are not relevant to your brand.

 We’ve seen contests that ask participants to post any 
photo, and while that makes it incredibly easy to enter, 
it doesn’t generate relevant UGC assets. Additionally, if 
the photos are completely undifferentiated, they are 
much less likely to go viral. Contest photos, when seen 
together as a stream, should tell a story, and the theme 
behind the contest should be evident from the photo 
entries. 

Red Bull’s #Summerishere contest feed features beautiful pictures that tell compelling stories 
that relate to the theme 



TOP TIPS: Prizes

Prizes should be valuable and applicable to your target audience. For example, if you’re an online clothing company, offer a $500 
gift card to your store; if you’re a resort, give away a one-night stay package for two, etc.
Consistently sharing the best contest entries and announcing winners on all of your marketing channels builds buzz and fosters 
participation
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SELECT A RELEVANT AND
VALUABLE PRIZE

People like winning and being rewarded, and the more opportunities 
they have to win the more likely they are to participate through 
every step of the contest. With that in mind, you may want to 
consider offering a grand prize, combined with several prizes for 
runners up. Weekly or daily prizes are also great for keeping contest 
buzz going strong, as they foster more participation and even more 
entries from participants who can take multiple shots at winning 
something. 

It’s a great idea to post a picture of the prize at the outset, as Hobo Bags did for 
their #HoboHoliday contest

Great prizes don’t have to cost an arm and a leg. Gaiam rewarded weekly winners with 
free yoga products from their line as part of their highly successful #YogaForEveryone 
contest

Offering a fantastic prize can break you away from the 
pack, and give people a compelling reason to participate 
in your contest.  Based on our research, the average 
Instagram contest reward has a value of approximately 
$850, but a great prize doesn’t have to be mammothly 
expensive. Focus on choosing a prize that will resonate 
with the interests and likes of your fans, and is in line with 
your brand.

Gaiam’s #YogaForEveryone contest featured weekly giveaways of 
their yoga products and had thousands of participants, generating 
nearly a quarter of a million Likes.



TOP TIPS: Hashtags

Incorporate your brand’s slogan
If appropriate, abbreviate your brand name (i.e Lululemon becomes #Lulu)
Incorporate the name of your contest, i.e What Are Your Habits? becomes #thisismyhabit 
Use dates and places for campaigns at live events (i.e., #SFGiantsGame6)
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Your fans need a destination to submit their photos, and you need a context to build your contests’ conversation 
around. On Instagram, hashtags provide both of these elements. This makes choosing the right hashtag to 
promote critically important.

While you can’t “own” a hashtag on Instagram 
(or any other social network for that matter), it 
pays to take time to select a hashtag that isn’t 
likely to be used by anyone else. If the hashtag 
you promote isn’t unique, your contest can 
fade into the background noise of larger 
conversations. Additionally, you run the risk of 
picking a winner who just happened to use 
that hashtag for some other purpose, and 
wasn’t really a contest participant.

Choosing the right hashtag doesn’t have to be 
overly complicated. Just remember that you’re 
asking fans to type it into their mobile devices 
each time they snap a photo to participate. 
Making your hashtags catchy and easy to 
remember will help you maximize the number 
of entries your contest receives.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT HASHTAG
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SELECTING A WINNER

Broadway Nails’s #imPRESSrevolution fingernail painting contest was judged 
by two celebrities: Fashionista Alli Simpson and nail expert Katie Cazorla

There are three ways to pick a winner, and how winners are selected directly impacts how people participate in
your Instagram photo contest. 

Based on Creativity, Originality and Relevance of the Entry 
to the Contest Rules

Judged contests are a great way to source outstanding UGC 
photos that are relevant to your brand or campaign theme. 
The participation rate might be lower, but the quality of 
photos will probably be much higher, enabling you to 
republish those photos and tell a beautiful visual story about 
your brand.

At Random

Random selection of winners drives a huge amount of 
participation and get lots of photos, especially when paired 
with multiple prizes. This is largely because for participants, 
this judging method signals an equal chance of winning. 

More participants means you may have to do more work 
moderating and selecting the best photos before publishing 
them. However, if your brand is new to Instagram and you’re 
looking to build a community and grow your followers 
quickly, this easy-to-enter contest type is your best bet.

Based on the Number of Likes

While appealing on the surface, this may be the least effective way of getting participants. Likes can be unpredictable; 
they are a function of a user’s influence, and as such are not in your participant’s control. Fewer users will participate if 
they don’t believe they have the same chance of winning as another person when both entries are similar in quality.

1.

2.

3.



The participation rate of your contest is directly 
proportional to how well you spread the word 
about it, so leveraging all your existing channels 
to let your audience know about the contest is 
paramount! Before your contest officially starts, 
let followers know that your business is going to 
be hosting a contest soon by posting a photo of 
the creative on Instagram. Post links to your 
contest landing page on Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram, and consider reminding your 
audience a few times during the contest to 
boost participation.

Sharing the best photo entry of the day or week is a great 
way to reward participants and keep the contest buzz going 
strong. Just remember that brands enjoy the most success 
when they act like humans when it comes to posting on 
Instagram. Even during contests the community expects 
them to, so it’s a good idea to follow general etiquettes such 
as not posting more than a few times a day.

Email is another great channel for promoting your contest. 
More than half of email opens happen on mobile and can to 
lead to speedy participation, so be sure your contest’s 
landing page is mobile friendly. Depending on your contest 
goals, you may also want to consider paid media options 
such as Promoted Posts on Facebook, or Promoted Tweets 
on Twitter.
 

4. Promote, Promote, Promote!
PROMOTE YOUR CONTEST HEAVILY AND ACROSS CHANNELS
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We have come across several contests that allow their participants to enter either via Instagram or Twitter. Instagram and 
Twitter are fundamentally different, and our recommendation is to keep the community and content strategy separate for 
each network. Instagram is a place for sharing life moments in a visual and creative way, while Twitter is more suited to 
real-time news and conversation. 

So while you should promote your contest on Twitter, an Instagram photo contest is best served when it’s limited to 
entries from Instagram.  Include a call to action in your Twitter promotions that drive users to your fans to the Instagram 
landing page, and has them submit their photos there. 
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A NOTE ON ALLOWING ENTRIES FROM TWITTER

USE UP TO SIX ADDITIONAL HASHTAGS WHEN YOU PROMOTE 
YOUR CONTEST ON INSTAGRAM

Based on a study of 150,000 Instagram posts from 200 brands, Piqora found that 
adding 7-8 hashtags can increase likes by 200% or more.

In our research into Instagram hashtags, we discovered 
that you’ll see significant increases in likes if you add more 
hashtags to your photos. Seven seems to be the magic 
number, so consider adding six hashtags on top of your 
official hashtag when you promote your contest on 
Instagram. 

That said, it’s not advisable to ask users to add more than one hashtag; 
although it could increase reach, the higher barrier to entry would likely 
negate any potential benefits. For additional research data on hashtags, 
and tips on how to select and use hashtags for your campaigns, download 
our Instagram Hashtag Report.
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When Giorgio Armani launched their perfume Si, they called on fashion Instagammer Chiara 
Ferragni, who has more than 2.6 million followers. Of course, not all brands can afford to 
pay for fashionistas like Chiara, but that doesn’t mean they can’t engage with and benefit 
from influencers. Alyson Haley, who has slightly more than 40,000 followers, submitted 
three photos to Hobo Bags’s “Carry This Wear That” photo contest, generating a total of 
1314 likes and reaching tens of thousands of Instagram users in the process. 

She also promoted the contest to her network by reposting the contest rules and a URL to 
the landing page. And as a bonus, her pics made for some great UGC! So whether or not 
you intend to pay them, identify and build relationships with influencers in advance of your 
contest because if your contest is good enough, you may be able to substantially increase 
the reach of your contest without spending a dime. 

Engaging with influencers and getting them to promote your photo 
contests can be incredibly powerful. You can ask them to serve as a 
guest poster on your account or promote your contest via their own 
Instagram account and their other social channels. Many of them have 
huge audiences and can command a high price, but this can be money 
very well spent as it has the power to supercharge a contest, especially 
for smaller brands who have limited organic reach of their own.

TOP TIPS: Promoting and Influences

On the first day of your Instagram contest, post an image with your contest’s official rules
A high quality photo of your contest prize with a caption explaining the rules and other contest details is a great resource for 
entrants to refer back to if they have questions about your contest
Temporarily update your Instagram bio during your contest to include a call to action, your contest hashtag, and any links that are 
relevant to your contest. Doing so notifies anyone who visits your Instagram profile of your contest, and can help drive more entries
To identify influencers on Instagram, start by looking at the most influential users who are using hashtags that are relevant to your 
brand and business vertical

Great UGC: Highly influential Instagrammer Alyson Haley submitted 
this stellar photo for Hobo Bags’s Carry This Wear That contest. 
She’s even promoting the contest to her thousands of followers

MAXIMIZE REACH AND IMPACT BY
LEVERAGING INFLUENCERS

Chiara Ferragni, who has 2.6M followers, was an integral part of 
Giorgio Armani’s Si perfume product launch
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If you want your contest to provide a memorable experience for your fans, 
give it a place to live online where fans can view other submissions as well 
as their own. Doing so increases the reach of and awareness about your 
campaign

In some cases, brands have been hesitant to aggregate and display contest submissions from 
Instagram because of the potential for undesirable content to surface. With tools like Piqora 
that offer photo moderation for aggregating hashtagged photos, this risk is diminished.

GIVE YOUR CONTEST A HOME

Instagram photo contests are a great opportunity to share your fan’s photos through all of 
your social channels, including Twitter and Facebook. When someone goes out of their way to 
snap a photo for your brand, sharing their submissions with your wider audience not only 
makes them feel rewarded for participating but also helps promote your campaign and 
increase participation.

SHARE YOUR BEST FAN PHOTOS

If you are running a photo contest on Instagram, it’s important to engage with fans directly on the platform. In addition to sharing fan photos through your 
brand’s other social channels, don’t forget to like and comment on fan submissions through Instagram, and even follow users back. One great thing about 
Instagram is that it allows you to personalize and tailor your comments on fan submissions. On Instagram, where users go to capture and share moments, 
you can skip the boilerplate “thanks for participating” message and demonstrate a more genuine approach by customizing your comments for each photo, 
which your fans will genuinely appreciate.

ENGAGE YOUR AUDIENCE

For their Booties and Besties contest, Piperlime used Piqora’s 
promotions platform to build a responsive landing page that 
showcases contest entries

5. Driving Engagemnet
CREATING A VIRTUAL HOME AND DISTRIBUTING THE 
BEST UGC ARE KEY TO MAXIMIZING PARTICIPATION
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The most successful brands on Instagram run 
photo contests on a regular basis. You may 
not do everything perfectly the first time, but 
if you learn from your successes and adapt 
from failures you will ascend the learning 
curve more quickly.

So how do you know if your contest was as success, where you fell short, and how 
you could have done better? Of course, you will want to compare your results to 
the objectives you defined at the outset, but if you are using Instagram analytics 
software you can look at established social KPIs like Reach, Impressions, Follower 
Growth, Comments and Likes.

6. Measuring Success
SUCCESS METRICS (AND COMMON
CAUSES OF POOR PERFORMANCE)

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FOR INSTAGRAM CONTESTS

Adult Swim’s Comic-Con Costume Photo Contest required participants to put on a 
costume, a high barrier to entry that may have reduced participation. The image promoting 
the contest on Instagram didn’t explain the contest at all – only a link was provided to a 
landing page. There, it was not clearly explained that entrants should use the contest 
hashtag, #adultswimcontest. 

As a result, the hashtag was used only 50 times, making it difficult for photo entries to be 
accessed by Instagram users. For a brand that has 4.8m Facebook fans and 61k Instagram 
followers, that’s disappointing.

Piqora’s Instagram promotions platform includes granular 
tracking and analytics for contests, including Participants, Media, 
Comments and Likes.
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Every Instagram contest isn’t going to be a grand slam. If you’re not satisfied with the results you got, here 
(in no particular order) are our top causes of underperforming Instagram contests, and steps you can take 
to improve on them.

What Might Have Gone Wrong What You Can Do About It

You didn’t gain a lot of new followers

You generated lots of new followers, but not 
enough/good quality UGC

Participants were asked to submit photos with 
too many complex requirements

Your prize didn’t entice participants

The contest wasn’t promoted enough

The contest wasn’t promoted enough

The rules weren’t explained clearly on Instagram 
and elsewhere

Make it easier for people to enter, and just as importantly win, your contest! Contests based on 
“selfies,” that aren’t time or location dependent, offer the lowest barriers to entry. Having your 
winner selected at random makes everyone believe they have an equal chance of winning, driving 
participation and generating lots of photos, especially when paired with multiple prizes

Judged contests raise the content bar. If people know that they will have to outperform others in 
order to win, they will invest more time and effort into their contest entries

When designing your contest, think of the user’s experience, not just your desired outcomes. Don’t 
ask them to climb a mountain, literally or figuratively, to enter. 

People will want to submit to the contest quickly, with minimal effort, and entirely from their mobile 
phone. Creative requirements should be simple, and your branded hashtag should be clear, concise 
and memorable  

You have to offer a reward that gives people a compelling reason to engage with your contest. 
Consider offering a grand prize and several prizes for runners up; people like winning and being 
rewarded, so the more opportunities they have to win the more likely they are to participate through 
every step of the contest

This is a frequent issue, especially with smaller brands. Next time be sure to leverage every possible 
channel you have access to: email, all social channels including your blog, website, influencers and 
paid advertising if necessary

Design your contest creative in such a way that it can be used as both a web page (landing page) or 
as a post on Instagram and Twitter. This ensures your followers can see it in their feeds, and quickly 
know what they have to do to participate

POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS FOR UNDERPERFORMING 
CONTESTS (AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT)



Instagram’s mission is to be the platform where 
people go to capture and share moments visually. 
Their network has the potential to foster some of 
the best, most positive interactions between fans 
and brands, and Instagram photo contests are a 
tried and tested method for growing your 
following, enticing your audiences over from other 
social networks, promoting a new product, or 
simply engaging with your fans.

To learn more about how Piqora can help you 
maximize the success of your Instagram Contests, 
go to www.piqora.com and request a demo, we’d 
love to help you!

WRAPPING UP (TL;DR)


